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Dads 101

Paternal perinatal issues

Home visiting with dads

Strategies to promote father engagement

OUTLINE

 Think about a male in 
your childhood with 
whom you were 
connected.  

What did he do to help 
you feel connected?  

What did he contribute 
to your life?

DADS IN YOUR LIFE
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 Undergo hormonal changes that prepare them to:
Nurture their baby (Rilling & Mascaro, 2017)

Work together with their partner (Gordon, et al., 2010)

 Interact differently with their baby (Feldman et al., 2010)

 Oxytocin is released for 

fathers during “stimulatory”

(rough and tumble) play

(Feldman et al, 2010).  

LOVE, DAD

 Children grow up in a co-parenting context and these 
relationships are interdependent

 Coparenting: the shared efforts of adults parenting a 
child for whom they  both have responsibility

 Quality of coparenting affects child’s development

THINK FAMILIES

 You start meeting with a mother with postpartum 
depression and her 2 month old baby.  You hear that 
there is a lot of conflict between her and the baby’s 
dad.  The mother complains that the father, 
Leonardo,  who lives in the home is not either 
helping to care for the baby or with tasks around that 
house to help mom.  She describes “it is like he 
doesn’t want to have a relationship with the baby.  
He is angry and that he has been yelling a lot.” We 
typically drank a beer at night together, which 
seemed fine.  Now he has had two or sometimes 
three alone. 

VIGNETTE
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 5-10% dads experience perinatal mood and anxiety 
disorders (Paulson and Bazemore, 2010)

Moderate correlation with maternal depression

When fathers become depressed (3-6 months 
postpartum), they tend to stay depressed months 
later (Goodman, 2004)

PATERNAL MENTAL HEALTH

Speak with your partner about 
what you expect of new fathers? 
How is this different from moms?

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT?

 ”The socialization of boys and men reinforces norms 
related to restrictive emotionality and avoidance of 
affect” (Cole and Davidson, 2018).

 From an early age boys are taught to be self-reliant, 
strong, and to minimize and manage their problems 
on their own (Pollack, 1995).

STORY OF MEN AND FEELINGS
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 Sadness, lack of joy (typical depressive symptoms)

 Easily frustrated or angry

 Feeling disconnected

 Escapist behavior (work, drugs, porn affairs)

 Problems with self-control

 Relationship conflict/dissatisfaction

 Denial of problems

 Feeling empty or burnt out

 Feeling Isolated

 Jealousy

 Somaticizing

KNOW THE SIGNS

 PMADS affect the whole family

 Effect on babies/children

 Effect on mom

 Sensitive fathering” reduces risk of childhood 
psychopathology when moms are depressed (Vakrat
et al., 2018) 

PMADS EFFECT FAMILIES

 Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)

 Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)

 Gotland Scale for Assessing Male Depression

SCREEN FOR PATERNAL PMADS
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Think of one situation with a dad you 
found difficult that you may now reframe 
as involving a paternal PMAD? Write 
down what you might have done 
differently. 

 Fathers and babies—
Mothers in treatment for 
PMAD 

 Relationship-based, video 
intervention

 Issues addressing:
• Paternal confidence and 

competence 
• Bonding/ Building the 

father-infant
• Emotional support

HOME VISITING WITH DADS

 Dads grow with their babies

 Parenting is about learning about your self and child 
and fathers are more than capable of doing this

DADS AND BABIES GROWING TOGETHER
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PMADs are family disorders

Value of reflective supervision

Dyadic interventions leave one parent as the 
“third wheel”

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 

 Father involvement is predicated on the mother 
granting access

Mothers can discourage father involvement 

 Gate closing/ Gate opening

 Role of home visitor is to point out gatekeeping

GATEKEEPING

 INCLUDE NEEDS OF FATHERS 

PROVIDE FATHER-FRIENDLY SERVICES 

 PORTRAY POSITIVE FATHER IMAGES 

TRAIN STAFF ON FATHERHOOD ISSUES 

EXPECT FATHER PARTICIPATION 

 DESIGN PROGRAMS FOR FATHERS 
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For more information go to www.First5Alameda.org/ Fathers-Corps 

 CREATE POSITIONS THAT SERVE FATHERS 
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 Acknowledge fathers as significant in the family/ to 
the child
 Encourage time for dad with the baby

 Think family and coparenting
 Strong coparenting alliances include open and regular 

communication about the child
 Maternal Gatekeeping

Touchpoints principles: 
 Recognize what you bring to the interaction
 Value passion where you find it 

ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES

Take a few minutes to write down 
what you have learned today that you 
can integrate into your work.

THEORY INTO PRACTICE

We need to apply the  standards of care developed 
over the last two decades for maternal and infant 
mental health to fathers too.

We need to move beyond father

engagement or involvement

to integration.

MOVING FORWARD
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QUESTIONS/ COMMENTS

Kevin Gruenberg, Psyd

kgruenberg@love-dad.org
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